The new book by Verena Blaum is notable for its methodology rather than for any conclusions, but it can, nevertheless, be slightly disconcerting for somebody, like myself, trained in traditional, openly subjective methods of literary criticism. Romantic authors such as Novalis and Shelley elevated literature and art to the status of a religion, but, since then, the faith has produced a full share of false prophets and corrupt clergy. Several generations of young practioners have become disillusioned and embittered, yet even denunciations and rebellions confirmed the continued power of the artistic creed.
But here we have a work of cultural analysis that is not only fully devoid of reverence but also of the related feelings such as satiric iconoclasm and moral indignation. Literature and the arts are treated exclusively in a tone of respectful distance. Blaum attempts an analysis of GDR culture, both popular and literary, through an empirical analysis of the articles in the East German weekly Sonntag in the years 1946 through 1958. Using extensive charts and tables, she records the fluctuating popularity of various themes and subjects, from sport to philosophy, then discusses possible reasons for the trends. As might be expected, much of the newspaper was devoted to politics, but literary prose received almost comparable attention. There are a number of other minor surprises such as the relatively small number of articles devoted to women and the comparatively large number on opera.
Blaum is simply doing in a systematic way what shrewder observers, especially within the GDR itself, have long practiced--trying to interpret relationships of power and social trends indirectly through fragmentary hints in official publications. In a country where rhetorical inflation and political maneuvering could render traditional cultural criticism extraordinarily difficult, the detached analysis by Verena Blaum may be needed to provide some balance.
But while Blaum does devote considerable analysis to the purposes and limitations of her methodology, I am not fully satisfied as to the significance of this work. Perhaps we must wait for others to integrate her data into some holistic approach, which will provide a more comprehensive understanding of GDR society. Perhaps most of her data reflect little beyond the quirks of a few editors and are ultimately trivial. I have the suspicion that
